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School Wide PSA 
 
Scene 1: (VIDEO) (Shows trash cans around the school) 
Narrator: Most of these trash cans don’t even get used, including the ones In the 
classrooms which leads to trash being left behind on the ground and around the school 
 
Scene 2: (VIDEO) (Interviews the principal and how trash is an issue and what he would 
do to stop it) 
Camera Angle: Eye level shot 
Setting: Mr. Mitchel’s office 
Action:Mr. Mitchel talks about how trash is an issue at Cal Young and what he wants us 
to do to end it. 
Description: Mr Mittchell explains why we need take care of Cal Young’s trash/leaving 
food behind. 
 
Scene 3: (IMAGE)  Explains the risks and consequences of leaving trash and 
vandalising school property 
Narrator: leaving trash around and vandalising can result in suspension or referrals that 
go on your permanent record. 
 
Scene 4: (VIDEO) We will interview Mr. Mitchell about what the consequences will be or 
what could be for damaging the school and leaving trash on the ground on purpose 
behind. 
Camera Angle:Mid section level 
Setting: Mr mitchel’s office 
Action: Mr Mitchell is interviewed about the consequences about littering and 
vandalizing. 
Description: Mr Mitchell explains what are the after effects of leaving trash behind in 
food places or secretly eating food and leaving it there.. 
 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=7q1U8YweFZc


Scene 5: (VIDEO) We will show a video of kurt seeing trash on the table and having him 
have to come and clean it up. (transition) 
Camera Angle: Eye Level 
Setting: Cafeteria  
Action: Kurt Finding trash on the table and having to clean it up. 
Description: Kurt finds trash on the table, having to pick it up and throwing it away. 
 
Scene 6: (IMAGE) Talking about how many options there are to throw away trash and 
how easy it is 
Narrator: There are so many ways you can throw trash away, and its easier than just 
throwing it on the ground. 
 
Scene 7: (IMAGE)  We are going to set a goal/Challenge for the school to pick up all 
their trash during lunch and break so that our staff and custodian will not have to do the 
job that we are assigned to do. 
 
Narrator: We have a personal challenge for you all, try and pick up all of the trash during 
lunch and break so our custodian doesn’t have to do anything 
 
 
Scene 8: (TEXT) Transition to credits scene 
 
(Fade to black scene) 


